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DON’T COUNT YOUR CHICKEN BEFORE THEY ARE HATCHED Dongosu had just

being promoted to the last call in secondary and he was preparing for his

final exams which will make him gain admission into university. His parent

were rich and they have pampered him, he spent most of his time watching

films and playing games, so he has no time for his studies. At about a week

to his final exams, he overheard some of his friend discussing about a man

called scoopy who is an expert in sending malpractices’ to one during exams

via mobile phone.. 

Dongosu was happy to hear this, he collected all information needed about

scoopy  and  he  went  to  meet  him  concerning  his  final  exams.  Scoopy

promised to send him the answers during the exam and they both agreed on

the amount ofmoneyscoopy would collect. During the exam Dongosu would

receive the answers as a text message and he would copy it into his exam

booklet. 

After the exams, Dongosu boasted to everyone that his result would be the

best in the state, he also told his parent he would like to throw up a party on

the day the result would be out. His father called him and told him to be

patient till when the result comes out. But he insisted that he would buy a

projector and present the result in front of all his friends so that he can be

recognized as the best student. 

On the day the result would be out, at about 5 minutes before the result will

be projected , all Dongosu’s friend were rejoicing and dancing merrily, the

master of the ceremony announced the next item on the agenda, which is

visiting the net and searching for Dongosu’s result, immediately his name

was seen on the result list,  themusicwas tune to a high level and people
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began to wait for his result to load on the computer, after the results loaded,

Dongosu had fail in all his subject and he is to re-read the final class. 

Dongosu  fainted  immediately  and  he  was  rushed  to  the  hospital,  after

several hours, he was revived back to life, he has been disgraced publicly, he

apologized to his and he also told them about scopy. Scoopy was arrested

and prosecuted he confessed that it was Dongosu’s friends who told him to

Dongosu, so Dongosu faced his studies squarely and he learnt never to count

his chickens before they are hatched. 
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